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A real-time hybrid computer simulation was constructed for the study
of fire-control pattern effectiveness in the defense of a destroyer against
PT-boat attack. Different spotting procedures were tried over a repeatable
maneuvering and non-maneuvering track in order to evaluate the relative
results. The simulation also had a two-player gaming capability in order
to evaluate the spotting procedures under full-scale evasion tactics. It
was found that normal dispersion is more effective than random area fire
for a low-speed maneuvering target, but area fire was more effective for
y
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I. INTRODUCTION
The probability of hitting a fixed point at long ranges with a con-
ventional ballistic projectile is not very high. When the target becomes
a maneuvering object the probability drops even more due to the distance
that can be traveled while the projectile is in flight. If the target is to
be considered a highly maneuverable PT boat that is capable of launching
a torpedo against own ship, it would be most desirable to hit the PT boat
beyond the weapons release range (hereafter referred to as W. R. range)
of the PT boat. Own ship, in this case, is considered to be a DD type
vessel with conventional guns.
The purpose of this study is to improve the hit probability at long
ranges, using conventional weapons, against a maneuvering target.
This may be achieved with spotting doctrines, some type of tracking
filter, or a combination of the two.
Previous work has already been done in this area. Demetry [1]
has done an all-digital computer simulation of tracking capabilities. He
evaluated two different digital filters against a maneuvering and a non-
maneuvering target track. The result was a suggested scheme that would
employ two different trackers: a short-term (hereafter referred to as ST)
and a long-term (hereafter referred to as LT) tracker. Switching would
be done between the two trackers when maneuvers were detected . The
ST tracker was a Kalman filter with a precomputed gain schedule. This
would be used for the non-maneuvering situation. The LT tracker was a
least-squares fit to forty consecutive pieces of radar data. This tracker
would be used while a maneuver was in progress to determine a base
course for a zigzag track.
Smith [2] has done a hydrid computer real-time simulation of the
DD firing at the PT boat, which goes one step farther by checking the
predicting capabilities of a tracker and/or spotting routine. His simu-
lation included acceleration-limited vessels that were able to operate
at different courses and speeds. The PT boat was able to maneuver
while the DD was firing at it. The projectile's predicted impact position
had normal dispersion added. Resulting fire accuracy was comparable to
actual real-life results. By using a standard track, different spotting
procedures were evaluated by comparing results. Smith has recommended
the incorporation of two spotting procedures into one adaptive policy.
For a non-maneuvering target no spot is used. For a maneuvering target,
a random area fire spot is introduced.
The present study employs Smith's basic model with modifications.
Various parameters were varied in the tracker to observe what results,
if any, they had on the hitting accuracy. Different spotting patterns
were evaluated by comparing them against no spots for the same track.
A gaming mode has been added so that the PT skipper can actually
maneuver the PT boat at will and the DD skipper can select pre-programmed
spotting routines at will.
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II. TRACKER MODIFICATIONS
The tracker in this simulation was conceived by Demetry [1] and
evaluated by Smith [2] . The basic concept was accepted as being valid.
Various parameters were varied in order to see what effect they had on
tracking quality as indicated by the hitting accuracy.
The tracker basically consists of two digital filters. The ST tracker
was a Kalman filter with one measured quantity, range. The gain schedule
is truncated at thirty seconds. Four pieces of data are stored for the
ST track so that when a maneuver is detected, reprocessing is done on
the last four pieces of data, using the initial values of the gain schedule.
Normally, on a settled track, considerable weight is placed on old data,
but initially the weight is placed on the new data. The LT filter is a
least-squares fit to forty consecutive pieces of data. The selection
criterion between short or long-term tracking depended upon the detection
of a maneuver. If a maneuver was detected, the LT tracker was used; if
not, the ST tracker was used. The criterion for maneuver detection was
two successive differences between predicted position and measured
position of greater than or equal to forty yards and of the same sign.
The manuever detection is quite important. If a false maneuver is
detected, the range prediction will be in error until the velocity settles
down again. If a maneuver goes undetected, the range prediction will
be in error unless the filter can follow the velocity change as it occurs,
thus giving the correct predicted position.
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The first parameter varied was the maneuver detector or reprocessing
criterion. A straight, pure range-rate track was chosen. There were no
maneuvers conducted. Results were judged by observing the maneuver-
detector light (this was a false alarm) and observing the miss distance
statistics for a no-spot firing run. The first run (Fig. II — 1 Run 1) used
the LT tracker only to insure that there was no bias in the spot routine.
The next runs (Fig. II — 1 Tun 2 to 5) consisted of increasing the value of
the reprocessing criterion from sixty yards to eighty yards. Sixty-five
yards was the first value not to have a maneuver detection indication
for a straight track. The miss distance statistics, for the straight track,
were about the same from sixty-five to eighty yards.
As the next step, a maneuvering run was chosen in order to observe
the effects. On these runs (Fig. II— 1 Runs 6 to 8) the miss distances
increased as the reprocessing criterion was increased, as expected.
Sixty-five yards was chosen as the reprocessing criterion; below this
value the false-alarm rate was not acceptable and above it the miss
distances would be larger for a maneuvering target.
The number of measurements, after a maneuver is detected, for
which the LT tracker is used before switching back to the ST tracker was
also a parameter considered. Reprocessing in the ST tracker accounts
for three observations. In previous work [2] the LT tracker was used for
one observation after reprocessing. It can, however, be used for more
observations before switching back to the ST tracker. To see what
effect this had on hit quality, the LT tracker was used for a different
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number of observations before switching back to the ST tracker. The
number of observations was varied from reprocessing plus three to re-
processing plus nine for this test. Results were observed as miss-
distance statistics on the same maneuvering track. The miss distances
decreased (Fig. II — 1 Runs 9 to 16) as the holding time was increased up
until reprocessing-plus-six observations, then started increasing again.
The velocity output of the ST tracker takes approximately nine observa-
tions for the magnitude of the ST and LT velocity outputs to be equal.
This would explain the initial decrease in error. The position output of
the LT tracker is sluggish to maneuvers as compared to the ST tracker.
After some measurements on a new course there would be a difference
in position between the LT and ST tracker. The ST would be more nearly
correct since it is more responsive to fresh data. This would explain
the increase in error after nine observations. The tracker was modified
to include the hold on the LT tracker for reprocessing plus six, or a total
of nine pieces of data out of the ST tracker, before switching back.
The next step was to consider a combination output from the tracker
The preceding step showed that position was more accurate from the ST
and velocity more accurate from the LT in a maneuvering situation. For
this run, when a maneuver was detected the velocity output of the LT
tracker was used and the position output of the ST tracker was used for
reprocessing-plus-six observations . The results (Fig. II -1 Run 17) show
an improvement over the earlier runs
.
The final consideration was whether the reprocessing rate was a
function of relative velocity. Successive absolute values of difference
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between predicted position and measured position were recorded (Fig. II— 2)
.
Relative velocity was varied from five yards per second to thirty yards per
second. No differences were observed in the output. For a non-maneuvering
target, if there were a difference between predicted position and measured
position it would be due to measurement noise. The fact that measurement
noise is not a function of velocity (in this simulation) would explain the
results
.
In summary, the modifications made to the tracker include:
1. Changing the reprocessing criterion to two successive pre-
diction errors of greater than or equal to DETR and of the same sign
where DETR =J65 15K £. Range £ 2 OK
^60 Range <£ 15K
yards
2. The number of measurements, after reprocessing, before the
tracker is switched back to the short term tracker is now six.
3. After a maneuver is detected and reprocessing occurs,
position is used from the ST tracker and velocity is used from the LT
tracker.
14
RUN RELATIVE NUMBER OF AVERAGE MISS DISTANCE










1 60 60 l. 1. 45
2 60 60 -91. -62. 190
3 60 65 -4. -13. 50
4 60 70 12. 6. 52
5 60 80 9. -6. 47
6 60 65 11. -105. 234
7 60 70 -3. -45. 312
8 60 80 36. -81. 307
9 60 3 65 18. -64. 277
10 60 4 65 39. -72. 335
11 60 5 65 21. -79. 278
12 60 6 65 12. -52. 272
13 60 6 65 8. -53. 231
14 60 7 65 50. -93. 306
15 60 8 65 66. -95. 236
16 60 9 65 66. -108. 286
17 60 6 65 35. -68. 257


































































































Projectile fire may qualitatively be characterized as either point
fire or area fire. In point fire no spot is used and the fire is aimed
directly at the target. In area fire the concept is to define an area around
the target and distribute the rounds in this area in some manner. The
normal way of accomplishing this is to predict the actual position of the
target and then add a spot to it. The ballistics will then be calculated
for the fall of shot to land in an area around the predicted position rather
than at the predicted position. This is especially useful for a situation
where the actual location is not known with high certainty, such as in a
maneuvering situation.
One of the area-spotting procedures in general use is known as a
rocking ladder. There is a value for a range spot and one for a bearing
spot. The range spot will be added in one instance, not used in the
second, then subtracted in the third. The bearing spot will be subtracted
for a right spot, not used, and then added for a left spot. Combining
these two spots gives nine different discrete points to fire at in an area.
The normal dispersion of the fall of shot will spread these points slightly
also
.
Another way of achieving area fire is to add a random spot to the
measured point. In this way the fall of shot would be distributed
according to the probability distribution function of the random spot used.
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In order to observe the spotting pattern of the normal and uniform
distribution functions, a computer program was written. A point was
defined: in polar coordinates, Rl = 17,500 yards, 9 = 45°; in rectangular
coordinates RX1 = Rl cos 9, RY1 = Rl sin 9. The different combinations
of normal and uniform spots were added to the polar quantities and then
resolved and stored as rectangular quantities. Each combination of
distributions had one thousand spots added to the initial point, after
which a plot was made of the results. The results (Fig. Ill — 1 to 4) are
for spots of the following magnitudes:
-100 ^RSPOT
-4100 yards
-.0049 ^BSPOT Z1.0049 radians
In the figures, the circle has a one-hundred -hard radius and the
plus sign marks the defined point.
This simulation evaluated the rocking-ladder concept as spotting







































































The gaming mode of this simulation allowed the spotting procedures
to be evaluated against a target that was maneuvered by a man rather than
by a pre-programmed set of maneuver instructions.
The destroyer skipper had a non-maneuvering vessel that could open
fire on the PT boat before the PT boat could release his torpedo. He could
select any one of four spotting doctrines and change these as the run
progressed. He could fire continuously or in bursts at the rate of twenty
rounds per minute.
The PT skipper had a maneuvering vessel that could launch a
torpedo against the destroyer with a ten-thousand -yard -run capability.
His main asset was maneuverability, since the incoming round had
approximately forty seconds in flight from firing to impact.
The initial conditions for the runs were as follows:
RX1 - 16,000 yards
RY1 - 16,000 yards
PT Speed - 30 knots
Course - 045°
DD Speed - 20 knots
Course - 225°
Win Criteria
DD - one hit (miss distance R = 40 yards)
PT - penetration to W R envelope (Fig. IV-1)
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RTORP - Maximum range of torpedo
OFFSET - Distance DD can travel, at present speed, after torpedo
is launched
ROTT - actual torpedo run distance
Fig. IV-1 Weapons release circle
24
V. RESULTS
In order to evaluate the hitting accuracy of the spotting procedures,
three different tracks were chosen. The tracks were selected for high
range rate, high bearing rate and mixed range and bearing rates. The
runs were conducted with and without maneuvers. Target speed was
varied from twenty to fifty knots in ten-knot increments . This gave a
total of twenty -four different runs. These runs were repeated for each
spotting mode, giving a total of ninety-six runs. There were approxi-
mately one thousand rounds fired for each spotting mode with maneuvers
and one thousand rounds for each spotting mode without maneuvers. All
rounds were fired with impact range between fifteen and twenty thousand
yards .
A description of the tracks:
TRACK I - High Range Rate
/ DD - 20 knots
PT - 20,30,40, 50 knots
TRACK II - High Bearing Rate
DD - 20 knots
— PT - 20,30,40,50 knots
TRACK HI - Mixed











-> PT - 20,30,40,50 knots
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The spotting modes are described as follows:
Spot 1 - Rocking Ladder - discrete area fire. The range spot
was +100, 0, -100 yards. The bearing spot + . 0049 , 0., - .0049 radians
Spot 2 - No spot.
Spot 3 - Random area fire - uniform spot in range with spread
from +100 to -100 yards. Normal spot in bearing with zero mean and
standard deviation equal to .0098 radians.
Spot 4 - Adaptive spot - if a maneuver is detected, use
random spot; if not, use no spot.
The statistics of the spot evaluation mode (Fig. V-l to 10) are
subdivided first into two categories: non-maneuvering and maneuvering.
The overall non-maneuvering (Fig. V-l) and maneuvering (Fig. V-6) . The
results are next subdivdied into categories of PT speed and non-maneu-
vering (Fig. V-2 to 5) and maneuvering (Fig. V-7 to 10).
The probability of hitting a non-maneuvering target is not velocity
dependent. The results (Fig. V-ll) indicate the normal dispersion of a
no-spot doctrine to be as effective as the discrete area fire and more
effective than the random area fire. The area of likelihood of target
location is small and adequately covered with normal dispersion. The
low mean miss distances indicate non-biased spotting routines.
In all maneuvering track cases (Fig. V-12), as PT speed increased
the hitting accuracy decreased. This was to be expected as the area
of likelihood of target location increases with target speed. In the two
lower-speed cases the probability of a hit was higher with point fire
than with area fire.
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For a higher target speed the area fire gave the best results. The
interpretation is that normal dispersion is the best "pattern" until the
area of possible target location is much greater than that covered by
normal dispersion.
The large mean Y miss distance for Spot 1, which was consistent
throughout the evaluation of maneuvering targets, cannot be explained.
It is not a fault of the basic spotting routine as it would also show up
in the non-maneuvering runs
.
A. GAMING MODE
There were not enough runs actually made with the gaming mode
to properly evaluate any spotting scheme in this context.
Certain modifications will have to be made to the timing system
or the ground rules for the gaming mode. With a number of rounds in
the air at one time and with a highly maneuvering PT boat, it is possible
to have one round fired and splash before an earlier round splashes.
This is not compatible with a timing system that assumes first fired,
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During this simulation it was possible to observe the PT boat make
its maneuver, then watch to see if either, or both, the velocity-slaved
or position-slaved maneuver detector would detect the maneuver. For
the low-speed (twenty and thirty- knot) runs, many maneuvers went un-
detected. The high-speed runs, forty and fifty-knots, had nearly every
maneuver detected.
The position-slaved maneuver detector would normally indicate
the maneuver after it was completed and the boat had steadied up on
new course. The velocity-slaved maneuver detector would usually start
indicating a few seconds after the maneuver commenced and continue
for a few seconds after the PT boat steadied up on new course.
The concept behind these adaptive spotting routines has been to
combine the best features of two routines, i.e. , no spot for a non-
maneuvering target and area fire for a maneuvering target. The important
thing that has been neglected in the basis of the routines is time of
flight (hereafter referred to as TOF) of the projectile. In this simulation,
for example, the PT boat would remain on a steady course for fifteen
seconds and then change course. The course change would take from
four to twelve seconds after which the boat would steady up on new
course. The rounds that were being fired during this maneuver would not
be splashing for approximately forty seconds. By this time the boat has
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changed course again. As indicated by the results of Spot 4 for a fifty-
knot target, this is not the procedure to follow. It appears, therefore,
that firing policy should be a function of TOF of the projectile.
A proposal for an adaptive spotting routine, based on the results
of this study, would be:
PT Speed z.30 Knots - Use No Spot
PT Speed > 30 Knots)
AND (- Use Random Spot l
Average time between")
maneuvers L. TOF J
PT Speed > 30 Knots')
AND /- Use No Spot
Average time between)
maneuvers "^ TOF ^/
B . TRACKER PARAMETERS
Another possibility for parameter variation is the number of data
points in the LT tracker. Increasing the number of data points would
slow the reaction to a maneuver. This might be one form of a spotting
procedure. The maneuvers would be removed and no-spot firing could
be conducted along the base course. If the number of data points was
decreased, the tracker would be more responsive to change in a manner
similar to that of the ST tracker. It may be possible to have a "dynamic
tracker." When maneuvers are detected the data points are increased
to smooth the track, and as the target settles down the data points
are again reduced. This would eliminate the need for two trackers.
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C. SPOT PATTERNS
Different random -spotting routines should now be tried to see if
the hit probabilities for a high-speed, maneuvering target can be in-
creased beyond what it was in this simulation.
Even though the capability of increasing the pattern size as a
function of target speed was included in this experiment, it was not
used. The pattern was the same size as the rocking-ladder pattern; it
just had a different distribution within it. This should definitely be
evaluated as well as different pattern shapes. Four different possi-
bilities employing normal and uniform distribution functions were
mentioned in Section III. This in no way exhausts the possibilities.
D . GAMING
The human operator on the PT boat will not be as good in spot
evaluation as the programmed run due to the low probability of a
person being able to exactly duplicate his actions. On the other hand,
in order to properly evaluate the spotting system it must be against a
run that a human is likely to make. This is where the gaming mode is
very useful; a study can be made to see what reaction a human will
make to a given situation. These maneuvers can be recorded and used




MAIN PROGRAM BASIC TIMING
Timing is very important in this simulation. The areas of concern
(Fig. B-l-1) are: one-second radar data rate, three-second firing rate,
time of maneuver, and the variable time remaining to splash. The latter
is the most complex and most critical.
The basic one-second signal which controls the radar data rate,
firing rate, and maneuver-time indexing, is obtained from the analog
computer (Fig. B-l-2). The one-second radar data rate is sensed on
Test 1 and acknowledged on Setline 1. The three-second rate is obtained
by dividing the one-second rate with a three-bit synchronous counter.
The time-to-fire signal is sensed on Test 2 and acknowledged on
Setline 2. This signal is prevented while the position segment switching
is in progress. This arrangement with the delay flops and setlines
prevents a true condition from occurring more than one time for each
input. The maneuver elapsed -time counter is incremented in the digital
computer each time a data-rate signal is acknowledged.
The time-of-splash timing is accomplished with two different
timers, an elapsed-time counter in the digital computer and a sixteen-
bit binary counter in the analog computer. This is necessary as there
may be as many as fifteen rounds in flight at any given time. The digital
computer determines the time of splash by adding the time of flight, at
time of firing, to the present time. The time remaining to impact of the
first round scheduled to impact is used to initialize the sixteen-bit counter
Preceding page blank
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After this round splashes and impact position is acknowledged, the counter
is then reinitialized for the next round by subtracting the present elapsed
time from the elapsed time of next impact.
For an example of the splash timing, (Fig. B-l-3) consider four
rounds being fired three seconds apart starting at time Tl. Times T5,
T6, T7, and T8 are determined by adding the respective times of flight
to Tl, T2, T3 and T4 . The counter is initialized with the time of flight
for round 1 at time Tl. Round 1 splashes at time T5. The splash is
acknowledged at time tl. The counter is reinitialized at this time with
tr2 which is T6 minus tl. Round 2 splashes at time T6 and the splash
is acknowledged at time t2 . The counter is reinitialized at this time
with tr3 . This is carried on until round 4 lands .
CLOCKTIMER
CLOCKTIMER is the digital elapsed-time counter. It is initialized
at the start of the run and incremented automatically sixty times per
second to give timing accuracy to 1/60 of a second.
SUBROUTINE TIMER
SUBROUTINE TIMER sets the initial conditions on a sixteen-bit
binary counter. The value of the initial condition is equal to full count
minus time remaining to splash. After the initial condition is set, the
counter is turned on as a binary up counter. When the counter is filled,
the output carry (Fig, B-l-4) is used to indicate a splash flag, disable
the counter, and hold the impact position.
The counter is initialized with the use of setlines to the input of
NAND gates. After all of the bits have been interrogated a master set
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pulse is fed into the other input to the NAND gate. If the setline has a
true on it when the pulse arrives the particular bit will be set, if not it
will not be. The inhibit signal is now removed, allowing the one-
thousand-cycle signal to trigger the counter until it is filled. This gives
timing accuracy to one thousandth of a second.
To determine if a bit is to be initialized the decimal to binary
algorithym (Fig. B-l-5) is used. The least significant bit is checked
first. The number is divided by two; if it is an odd number the bit is
set, if not it isn't. The interrogation is now incremented to the next
bit and repeated until all sixteen bits have been checked.
SPIASHES
The fine segment position is continuously fed into a pair of Track
and Holds (Fig. B-l-6). They hold the last relative position until a
splash occurs. When the splash occurs they are switched into track
condition. They then hold this relative position until the next splash
occurs. With the actual impact position, the digital computer can now


































































































































































The present position section (Fig. B-2-1) makes up the radar signal,
filters the signal in the tracker and controls the programmed maneuvers.
The radar signal is started with the analog -computer generation
of relative position from integration of relative velocities . The actual
range is determined by combining the coarse and fine range components
from the analog computer in the digital computer. Random noise is
added to the actual signal to make up the radar signal in the digital
computer.
The radar signal is fed into the tracker. The tracker consists of
a Kalman filter for a short-term tracker and a least-squares fit of forty
consecutive pieces of data for a long-term tracker. If no maneuver is
detected, the ST tracker is used. If a maneuver is detected, position
from the ST tracker and velocity from the LT tracker is used. Gain
schedules for the ST tracker are computed off-line and stored initially
in the tracker
.
The maneuvering signal for the PT boat comes from the external




A detailed description of this generation is presented in Ref. 2.
In this section the presentation will be brief.
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The PT boat (Fig. B-9-1) has an initial velocity in A001 and an
initial heading in A005. After the run starts, if there is any difference
between ordered velocity and actual velocity as detected in A002, A001
is caused to change. Note that A002 limits the acceleration to some
preset value.
The rudder order is fed into A006. This is fed over to A005 with
the turning rate, 9, being a function of velocity.
The heading, 9, and the velocity, VT are fed into a resolver. The
outputs of the resolver are the X and Y components of velocity.
The DD has handset potentiometers (pots) for the value of final
velocity. Any difference between initial velocity, on A011 and A015,
and final velocity, on P406 and P407, is sensed as a preset limited
acceleration in A010 and A016.
The relative position is found by combining two guantities. In
order to increase the accuracy of position to an acceptable level, the
operating area was divided into segments (Fig. B-2-2). Each segment
is four thousand yards sguare. Each guadrant has twenty-five segments
so there is a total of one hundred segments. The segment number is
extracted from the full -range integrators A021 and A023. The value of
the range within the segment is determined from the segment integrators
A025 and A027.
SUBROUTINE RACT
SUBROUTINE RACT (Fig. B-2-3) determines the actual range from
the coarse and fine range values. The segment number is determined
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from the coarse values, XFULL and YFULL. This is done by incrementing
the partition boundary until the full-range value is greater than the
partition value. This segment number is then checked for proximity to
the partition. If the segment value is greater than eighty volts, it is
in the lower segment; if not, it is in the upper segment.
For positive values of full-range voltage, actual range is deter-
i
mined by the relation: RAC = 4000(NSF + SEG - 6)
For negative values of full-range voltage, actual range is
determined by the relation: RAC = 4 000( -NSF - SEG + 6)
This gives RAC as a positive value for every quadrant.
SUBROUTINE RDRNOISE t.
SUBROUTINE RDRNOISE (Fig. B-2-4) adds gaussian noise to
the range and bearing signals. This noise simulates measurement noise
that would come from actual radar-signal measurements.
TRACKER
SUBROUTINE TRACKER
This tracker (Fig. B-2-5a and 5b) is very similar to the
tracker used in earlier works [1 and 2] . The main difference, as men-
tioned earlier, is that the velocity is used from the LT tracker for nine
measurements after a maneuver is detected.
Gain Schedule
The method of computation for the gain schedule is given
in Ref. 1. The only change, is in the measurement error covariance
matrice, R.
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The actual values for the gains are shown in the data section of
SUBROUTINE TRACKER.
MANEUVER - A function switch (Fig. B-9-1) on the analog computer is
hand switched between the DAC line inputs from SUBROUTINE MANEUVER
and the external PT console.
SUBROUTINE MANEUVER
SUBROUTINE MANEUVER (Fig. B-2-6) has rudder and speed
orders stored for each run. The subroutine is entered at a predetermined
time. The next rudder and speed orders are executed with DAC lines and
the time for next entry is determined.
The programmed maneuvers used are at constant speed and
execute a zig-zag movement across base course. The turning times are
not constant but in each case the PT boat steadies up on new base course
for fifteen seconds.
PT CONSOLE
The external PT console (Fig. B-2-7 and 8) has five preset pots
for speed and two for rudder orders. Selector switches are used to
select the desired order. The different directions of rudder orders are
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There are four different spotting routines stored in the digital
program. The particular routine desired is selected by use of testlines
from the logic section of the analog computer (Fig. B-3-1). The
destroyer skipper chooses the desired routine by setting toggle switches,
which in turn set the testlines.
SPOT SELECTION 1
Spot selection 1 uses SUBROUTINE SPOTNORM (Fig. B-3-2). This
is a rocking-ladder spot which will give pointed fire in each of nine
different quadrants. The spots consist of all nine combinations of left
five mils, no bearing spot, right five mils, add one hundred yards, no
range spot, and drop one hundred yards.
SPOT SELECTION 2
Spot selection 2 is no spot.
SPOT SELECTION 3
Spot selection 3 uses SUBROUTINE RANDSPT (Fig. B-3-3). This
procedure adds a uniform spot in range and a gaussian spot in bearing.
The magnitude of the range spot is dependent upon the velocity of the
PT boat as is the spread of the bearing gaussian spot. The maximum
range spot varies linearly from one hundred yards with zero PT speed to
two hundred yards at fifty knots. The standard deviation for bearing
spot was varied linearly from five mils at zero PT speed to ten mils at




Spot selection 4 uses SUBROUTINE ADPSPOT (Fig. B-3-4). This
procedure uses a random spot if a maneuver is detected and no spot for
a nonmaneuvering situation.
The maneuver detection is sensed by comparing the velocity out-
put of the ST tracker to the velocity output of the LT tracker. If this
difference is greater than one yard per second and of the same sign for
two successive tracks, a maneuver is said to be in progress. This
scheme has the ability to detect a maneuver when it first begins and
continue detecting while it is in progress . The velocity maneuver
detection in previous work [2] indicated the maneuver after the target
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The ballistic section (Fig. B-4-1) determines the projectile time
of flight and adds gun dispersion to the predicted impact point.
Time of flight is determined by table lookup. The table is divided
into eight segments. There are fourth-degree pelynomial curve-fit co-
efficients for each segment. An initializing value of predicted position,
R2 , is determined. This gives a value of time of flight, T2 . The table
lookup is now repeated to get another value of T2 . This will give another
predicted impact position, R3 . R3 is compared with R2 . If they are
within a specified amount, RL, the value for T2 is correct; if not, R2 is
adjusted and another value is computed for T2. This is repeated until
two successive values of predicted impact position are within one yard
of each other.
After time of flight and predicted impact position have been
determined, gun dispersion is added to the predicted impact position.
This is accomplished by looking up the variance in a table of polynomial
curve-fit coefficients. The variance is then used in subroutine GAUSS
to get a normally distributed value to add for dispersion.
SUBROUTINE PLQQK
SUBROUTINE PLOOK (Fig. B-4-2) accomplishes the table lookup
for time-of -flight and dispersion-variance coefficients . Plook first
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determines which segment R3 is in. This is done by comparing it to
the different segment partitions, starting with the highest value. When
the proper segment is found the difference between R3 and the partition
is calculated. This value, R, is used with the coefficients to determine


































































The projectile detonation section (Fig. B-5-1) brings in impact
position, determines miss distances, displays and stores miss distances,
reinitializes the splash timer, and, if in the gaming mode, ends the game
if the round was a hit.
ACKNOWLEDGE SPLASH
The splash occurrance flag (Fig. B-l-4) is reset with testline 3.
IMPACT POSITION
Impact position is stored in a pair of track and holds, as was
mentioned in Appendix B-l. The voltage is brought into the digital
computer on an A/D line and converted into yardage.
MISS DISTANCE
In order to calculate the miss distance it is first necessary to
reconstruct the actual relative position from the course and fine segment
values. How this is accomplished was shown in Appendix B-2.
The miss distance is now calculated by subtracting the predicted
impact point (with dispersion added) from the actual position at time of
impact. This has to be checked for the possibility (Fig. B-5 -2) of a
segment switch occurring after splash. An actual splash SI could show
up as SI' giving a large error. This check is made with the assumption
that no miss distance could be greater than three thousand yards. The
miss distance is now stored for analysis purposes and hard limited to
two hundred yards for display purposes.
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SPLASH TIMER
The next splash time is extracted from the projectile splash array.
The time remaining to splash is computed and used to initialize the
16
-bit counter as explained in Appendix B-l . If there are no rounds
remaining in flight, the splash timer is reset to zero and inhibited, and
the first round condition flag is then set.
GAMING MODE
If the program is in the gaming mode (i.e. , Sense Switch 4 is true)
the polar miss distance is checked for hit criteria. If a hit, the run is





































3S = SI - PI
3S 1 = SI' - J
= 300 yards
PI = 3700 ya-
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The firing section (Fig. B-6-1) stores the impact position and
time. If the current round is the first round, exit is made to the splash





, ( X component of impact ) RY4 , ( Y component
of impact ) R4 , (polar component of impact) and NTOS (elapsed time of
splash) are stored for each round fired.
FIRST ROUND CONDITION
When the first round is fired the splash timer must be turned on.
After the first round splashes the timer is reinitialized by entry through
the projectile detonation section. After the last round fired lands, the
























Displays are present at both the PT station and the DD station.
The destroyer station has one oscilloscope that shows the last four
shell splashes and another oscilloscope that shows the velocity vector
and the true position of the PT boat. There is also provision to commence
tracking, commence firing, change initial course and speed, and choose
a spotting doctrine. The PT station has two oscilloscopes for the same
purposes. The course and speed of the PT boat can be changed while
the run is in progress by selecting any of five different speeds and
various standard-rudder commands from the PT control console. An X-Y
plotter is also present to record the track of the relative positions.
VELOCITY VECTOR DISPLAY
The velocity vector, as explained in Ref. 2, is made up with a
full-wave rectified sine wave and multipliers.
The relative position (Fig. B-7-1) is obtained from the coarse
integrators: A021 and A023. These integrators give position relative
to the destroyer. For position relative to the PT boat, this signal is
sent through inverters.
In order to show both of these quantities (velocity vector and
relative position) on the same oscilloscope, two digital-to-analog
switches are used for each set of deflection plates. The switches
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alternate the input to the deflection plates between the vector and the
relative position at the rate of five hundred times per second. This
presents flicker-free presentation of the two signals.
If a PT boat maneuver is detected at the DD, the relative position
"dot" flashes off and on. This is at a rate of one Hz for a maneuver
detected by position and ten Hz for a maneuver detected by velocity.
SPLASH DISPLAYS
The splash displays are both driven by the same signal (Fig. B-7-2)
The inputs are on DAC lines which store the last four splashes. These
splashes have been limited to two hundred yards. The DAC lines go
into an external "black box" that has a two-channel set of four switches.
A one-thousand-Hz counter controls the logic switching. This box
controls the switching between each input leg and the output for one
fourth of the time. In this way the output shows all four inputs with
flicker-free presentation.
DIGITAL SWITCHES
The analog computer has a bank of eight digital switches. Five
switches are used in this simulation. Switch is used for a commence-
tracking signal. Switch 1 is used as a firing switch. Switch 4,5, and 6
are used for spot procedure selection. The switches can be thought of
as binary numbers, with their value being 1 when on and when off.
2 1
Switch 4 represents 2 , Switch 5 2 and Switch 6 2 . Spotting routine
4 is Switch 4 on, 5 off , and 6 off. This combination of three switches
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Fig. B-7-1 Speed display components and view
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outer circle = 200 yards
inner circle = 40 yards (hit)




Data is reduced after each run for that particular run. It is first
sorted into each spotting mode. The following quantities are then cal-
culated for each spotting mode: average miss distances X, Y, and R;
mean-square value of miss distances X, Y, and R; variance of miss
distances X, Y, and R; number of rounds fired; number of hits; per-
centage of hits; and minimum and maximum impact range.
An external program uses a one-card input for each run which
consists of average miss distances, mean-square miss distances,
number of rounds fired, number of hits, spotting mode used, and whether
a maneuvering or non-maneuvering run. The output quantities for each
spotting mode and maneuvering or non-maneuvering condition are:
average miss distance X, Y, and R; mean-square miss distance X,Y,
and R; variance of miss distance X, Y, and R; number of rounds fired;
and percentage of hits.
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DF06 - . 1 msec
DF11 - 1 sec
DF13 - 1 sec
Lirrliters
LOO =h .1500 (A002)
LOl =L .0750 (A010)







ADK - analog to digital conversion
AVRR , AVRX , AVRY - average components of miss distance
AX , AY - dummies used for computing miss distance
AZ - noisy true-bearing angle
CT3 - fourth-degree polynomial curve-fit coefficients for time of flight
DAC - digital to analog conversion
DISPAR - fourth-degree polynomial curve-fit coefficients for dispersion
variance
DRTX1, DRTY1 - relative components of range rate
HITS - number of hits (RMISS less than 40 yards)
I_- projectiles fired counter
INOW - elapsed time from digital counter at splash-acknowledgement time
IT - elapsed time from maneuver timer
ITIME - elapsed time from digital timer at track time
ITNOW - time for next maneuver
J_
- analysis section index
JSHOT - projectiles in flight counter
JXY - analysis-plot storage vector
K - analysis section index
KNQRM - logical SPOTNORM use indicator
KPROC - logical reprocess indicator
L - counter for indexing time to splash for splash-timer initial conditions
MISSCNT - counter for indexing miss-distance storage
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MODE - vector storage of spotting routine used
N - index for analysis section
NCELLS - number of spaces in width of line-printer plot routine
NDAC - sequencing index for splash display
NIT - index for maneuver storage
NN - index for long-term-tracker data-point storage
NO - index for time-of -flight coefficients
NSPQTS - total number of spotting routines used
NTIME - time until next splash for splash-time counter
NTOS - vector storage of splash time
NTRKS - counter for total number of tracker data points
NX - gain schedule counter for ST tracker
NXSF
, NYSF - coarse partition number for components of range
ORD - Y value for VPLOT
QRDN - X value for VPLOT
PART
3
- partition values for time of flight
PARTDISP - partition values for dispersion variances
PERHIT - percentage of hits
R - distance from lower partition value to present position
Rl ,RX1 ,RY1 - present range components
R2 ( RX2 , RY2 - predicted range components
R3 ,RX3 , RY3 - impact range components without dispersion added
R4 ( RX4 ,RY4 - vector storage of impact range components with dispersion
R5 ,RX5 ,RY5 - impact range components with dispersion
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K 3 MAX - maximum gun range
RCELL - width of X -plotting cell
RDRRNG - noisy polar range
RL - time-of-flight lookup criterion
RLQW - dummy for analysis plot
RMEANS,XMEANS,YMEANS - mean-square value of miss distances
RMIN - minimum impact range of a round
RMISS,XMISS, YMISS - vector storage of miss components
RMAX - maximum impact range of a round
ROTT - predicted polar range at torpedo impact
ROUNDS - rounds fired in specific spotting mode in analysis section
RUP - dummy for analysis plot
SRXIMP,SRYIMP - segment value of position at time of impact
Tl - first approximation of TOF
T2 - precise TOF for firing
VARDISP - variance for gun dispersion
VARR , VARX , VARY - variance components of miss distances
VOX , VOY - components of own-ship's speed in yd/sec
VOXIN , VOYIN - components of own-ship's speed in volts
XACT,YACT - actual rectangular components of range
XDISP,YDISP - rectangular components of gun dispersion
XFULL, YFULL - course components of range
XMISSO,YMISSO - components of miss distances sent out to displays
XNK,YNK - noisy rectangular range components
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XSEG.YSEG - fine components of range
XSUM //SUM - LT -tracker range -component accumulator
XY - vector storage for VPLOT output
SUBROUTINE ADSPOT
TESTX1 ,TESTY1 - test to establish difference between LT and ST tracker
velocity for this measurement.
TESTX2 ,TESTY2 - test to establish difference between LT and ST tracker
velocity for last measurement.
TESTX3 ,TESTY3 - test to determine if the two successive differences were
of the same sign.
VELX1,VELX3,VELY1,VELY3 - ST tracker velocity
VELX2
,
VELX4 , VELY2 , VELY4 - LT tracker velocity
SUBROUTINE MANEUVER
ITNOW - elapsed time of next maneuver
NIT - sequencing index
NITNOW - vector storage for next maneuver time
NORDCO - vector storage for rudder-command sequence
NORDSP - vector storage for speed orders
ORDCO - vector storage for rudder-control voltage value
ORDSP - vector storage for speed-control voltage value
SUBROUTINE PLQOK
I_- index for segment search
NO - base index for TOF calculations
PARNO - segment index
PART - vector storage for partition values
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R - magnitude of range from partition boundary to target
R3 - polar value of ballistic range
R3MAX - maximum ballistic range of gun
SUBROUTINE RACT
ACTR - full-range value from main program (XFULL or YFULL)
ACTSEG - segmented value from main program (XSEG or YSEG)
NSF - segment identification number
PARSEG - storage vector for partition values
RAC - composite value of range for main program (XACT or YACT)
SUBROUTINE RANDSPT
VPTX , VFTY - X and Y components of PT velocity in yds/sec
BRNG - true bearing to target in radians
BY - true bearing to target with spot included, in radians
RSPOT - uniform range spot
STDB - standard deviation in bearing
W - random number with uniform probability density function
SUBROUTINE RDRNOISE
AZ - noisy bearing in radians
BNOISE - gaussian noise in bearing
RDRRNG - noisy polar range
RNOISE - gaussian noise in range
XNK,YNK - noisy X and Y components of range
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SUBROUTINE SPOTNORM
BRNG - true target bearing
BSPOT - amount of bearing spot to be applied
NBSP - number of the bearing spot to be applied
NRSPOT - number of the range spot to be applied
Rl - present polar range
RSPQT - amount of range spot to be applied
RX1 ,RY1 - rectangular components of present range after spots applied
SUBROUTINE TIMER
LSET - initialization level for the setlines
N - input value for timer
NCI
, NC2 - intermediate values for input as determined with decimal-to-
binary algorithym
SUBROUTINE TRACKER
DETR - reprocessing -criterion magnitude
DRTX1,DRTY1 - relative velocity in yd/sec
GP - vector storage of position gain schedule
GV - vector storage of velocity gain schedule
KPROC - logical reprocessing flag
NBAND - switch for gain schedules at 15 thousand yards
NFLAG - flag of output selection determination
NN - LT tracker data counter
NTRKS - counter for total tracks
NX - gain-schedule index
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R 1 , RX 1 , RY
1
- components of present range
RDRRNG - noisy present range
TESTX1 , TESTY
1
- absolute value of difference between predicted position
and actual position of this measurement
TESTX2 ,TESTY2 - absolute value of difference between predicted position
and actual position for last measurement
TESTX3,TESTY3 - absolute value for last two tests (sign check)
TXSUM,TYSUM - accumulator for total data points for LT tracker
XI ,YI - vector storage for LT tracker data points
XNK,YNK - noisy rectangular components of range
XS,YS - state vectors for ST tracker
Row 1 - now, 2 - now minus 1,3- now minus 2,4- now minus three
Column 1 - noisy position, 2 - filtered position, 3 - filtered
velocity, 4 - predicted position
XSUM,YSUM - intermediate accumulator for LT tracker data points
XPLT,YPLT - position output from LT tracker
XVLT,YVLT - velocity output from LT tracker
SUBROUTINE WRCIRCLE
A, B - linear coefficients for translation of center of weapons -release
circle
CO - own-ship's course
OFFSET,XOFF,YOFF - components of circle translation
ROTT,OTTX,OTTY - position coordinates at time of torpedo intercept
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